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Congratulations to our graduates. We are immensely proud of your academic and personal accomplishments, and glad—even in these challenging times—we can celebrate those achievements with your family and friends.

I want to express a very special thanks to those same families and friends for their support in making this special day possible.

As Clark School engineers we emphasize the importance of “Mpact:” Focusing our talents and energy on innovations with the potential to benefit the lives of others everywhere. As you advance in your career, we encourage you to stay focused on the ultimate goal of improving the world we share.

We look forward to hearing about your future achievements beyond our campus. Please share them with us!

Go Terps!

Dr. Robert M. Briber

Interim Dean and Professor
Celebrate Our Graduates on Social

Share your graduation photos by using the hashtags #UMDgrad and #ClarkSchoolGrads and tagging the Clark School on social media!

@CLARKSCHOOL
@UMDCLARKSCHOOL
FACEBOOK.COM/CLARKSCHOOL
LINKEDIN.COM/SCHOOL/UMD-ENGINEERING

Stay connected, get involved, and enjoy all the benefits of being a graduate of the Clark School. Join the Clark School Alumni Network.

ENG.UMD.EDU/ALUMNI
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Dirk Holzman
Bachelor of Science Candidate,
Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Arts Candidate,
Vocal Performance
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Leadership and Administration

ASSOCIATE AND ASSISTANT DEANS
Dr. Hugh Bruck, Associate Dean, Faculty Affairs
Dr. Kenneth Kiger, Associate Dean, Undergraduate Studies
Dr. Jelena Srebric, Associate Dean, Research
Dr. Min Wu, Associate Dean, Graduate Studies
Mr. Christopher Bender, Assistant Dean, Communication
Ms. Leslie Borak, Assistant Dean, External Relations
Ms. Maureen Meyer, Senior Assistant Dean, Administration and Finance
Dr. George Syrmos, Assistant Dean, Continuing Education, Maryland Applied Graduate Education
Mr. Jim Zahniser, Assistant Dean, Strategic Operations and IT

INSTITUTES AND PROGRAM DIRECTORS
Dr. William Bentley, Director, Robert E. Fischell Institute for Biomedical Devices
Dr. Thomas E. Murphy, Director, Institute for Research in Electronics and Applied Physics
Dr. Peter Sandborn, Director, Maryland Technology Enterprise Institute
Dr. Ankur Srivastava, Director, Institute for Systems Research
Dr. Eric Wachsman, Director, Maryland Energy Innovation Institute
Dr. Lei Zhang, Director, Maryland Transportation Institute

ALUMNI NETWORK
Ms. Elisabeth Goldwasser, (B.S. ’03), President, Engineering Alumni Network
Ms. Heather Medina, Director, Alumni Engagement & Outreach

SOLOIST
Mr. Dirk Holzman, B.S. ’20, Electrical Engineering, B.A. Vocal Performance

SPEAKERS
Dr. Darryll J. Pines, President Designate, University of Maryland
Mr. Chad Simon, B.S. ’20, Bioengineering
SOLOIST

Dirk Holzman

B.S. ’20, Electrical Engineering
B.A. ’20, Vocal Performance

Dirk Holzman is graduating with a bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the A. James Clark School of Engineering, as well as a bachelor’s degree in Vocal Performance from the School of Music. Dirk has previous internship experience at Northrop Grumman Corporation, Exelon Corporation, and RKF Engineering Solutions, LLC, working in a variety of sub-disciplines, including RF design, power distribution, renewable energy, and satellite communications. He was an A. James Clark School of Engineering Philip Merrill Presidential Scholar for 2019-2020.

During his time at UMD, Dirk participated in a wide variety of organizations across UMD, holding leadership roles in several groups. Dirk is a proud member of three honor societies, namely the Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society, the Pi Kappa Lambda Music Honor Society, and the Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society. He has performed in many School of Music events, including eight operas with the Maryland Opera Studio, two OperaTerps productions, and many concerts with the UMD Concert Choir and Men's Chorus, including performances with the Baltimore and National Symphony Orchestras. Outside of his academic involvement, he has coordinated for several Maryland Hillel organizations, including Ruach, UMD’s Reform community, KOR, an organization devoted to Jewish pluralism, and the Terp Nigun Circle, a music-sharing community that he co-founded.

Upon graduation, Dirk will be staying in the Maryland area to work as an Electrical Engineer with a focus in RF systems for Northrop Grumman. Dirk is excited to start a career in electrical engineering and apply his unique combination of technical and creative expertise to solve difficult, real-world problems. He also intends to remain an active professional musician by giving recitals, performing in operas, and leading services for local synagogues.
Dr. Darryll J. Pines  
*President Designate, University of Maryland*

Darryll J. Pines will become the University of Maryland’s 34th President this summer.

He served as Dean and Nariman Farvardin Professor of Aerospace Engineering at the University of Maryland’s A. James Clark School of Engineering from January 2009 to April 2020. He first arrived at the Clark School in 1995 as an Assistant Professor and then served as Chair of the Department of Aerospace Engineering from 2006 to 2009.

As Dean of the engineering school with over 6,000 students, Pines led the development and implementation of a strategy to improve teaching in fundamental undergraduate courses and raise student retention, achieve success in national and international student competitions, place new emphasis on service learning and grand societal challenges, promote STEM education among high school students, increase the impact of research programs, and expand philanthropic contributions to the school.

Pines was instrumental in securing a $219.5 million investment—among the largest gifts ever to a public university—from the A. James & Alice B. Clark Foundation. Building Together: An Investment for Maryland is funding need-based scholarships campus-wide, as well as graduate fellowships, faculty positions, infrastructure, and other initiatives.

Pines’ belief in the value of an inclusive and diverse community has underpinned his work. The percentage of women and underrepresented minorities in the UMD engineering undergraduate student body has grown to approximately 27 and 15 percent, respectively, during his time as Dean. According to Diverse Issues in Higher Education, the Clark School ranks among the top 10 in conferring the most B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees to African-American students.

Pines is currently leading an initiative to pilot a first-of-its kind, nationwide, pre-college course on engineering principles and design. The pilot program, Engineering For US All (E4USA), will test the effectiveness of a standardized educational curriculum across multiple states.

Pines received a B.S. in mechanical engineering from the University of California, Berkeley. He earned M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in mechanical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Chad Simon
B.S. ’20, Bioengineering

Chad Simon, a Chicago native, is graduating from the A. James Clark School of Engineering with a bachelor’s degree in Bioengineering. With the career aspiration to become a doctor, Chad has received a variety of experiences in both engineering and medical environments. He has worked as an engineering intern for Flexan LLC, where he learned about clean-room manufacturing for medical device components and how to reduce waste in manufacturing processes utilizing Lean Six Sigma tools. He also has interned at Shaare Zedek Medical Center, working in conjunction with the chief of hand surgery and a large 3D-printing corporation, Stratasys, where he developed a 3D-printed, realistic hand model for surgical resident training. On campus, he has performed research in the Bioinspired Advanced Manufacturing Lab under Dr. Ryan Sochol, investigating the integration of 3D printing and microfluidics to improve cell-sorting devices. Additionally, Chad has received the E. Robert Kent Scholarship three times, the Jeffrey C. & Sandra W. Huskamp Endowed Bioengineering Scholarship, and was recently inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society.

While at UMD, Chad has been heavily involved in Kedma, a Jewish student social organization, where over a span of two years he held positions of Fundraising Chair, Vice President, and President. While serving Kedma, he helped organize a variety of social, charity, and educational programs. He was also a proud member of the Biomedical Engineering Society and a student a capella group, Kol Sasson. Furthermore, he is a proud alumnus of the University Honors program within the Honors College and the QUEST Honors Program (Cohort 30) within the Robert H. Smith School of Business. In QUEST, Chad has completed a number of consulting projects, including consulting for a Ugandan bioengineering company and a Maryland-based military telecommunication manufacturer, Thales. In his free time, he enjoys 3D printing, running, and seeing movies with friends at Hoff theater.

Upon graduation, Chad is moving back to Chicago, where he will attend University of Illinois at Chicago Medical School in the Innovation Medicine program. In addition to his medical studies, he will learn to develop solutions for clinical needs using his technical, multi-disciplinary background. He is excited to fuse his passions for engineering and medicine together to become an effective physician innovator and a proud representative of the Fischell Department of Bioengineering.
Awards & Honors

**A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING DEAN’S AWARDS**

**DEAN’S AWARD**
Kristen Edwards

**LEADERSHIP AWARD**
Hannah Lobell

**INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AWARD**
Lauren Moyer

**ENGINEERING HONORS**

**A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING**

Priya Kulkarni
Destiny Oparaocha
Sara Michelle Pohland
Nikita Tatwadhia
Linnea Monique Warburton
Amanda Sue Hobgood Wilmot

**BIOENGINEERING**

Jules Dixon Allbritton-King
Maxwell Claef Hakun
Connor Evan Hall
Robert Francis Hawkins
Jinan Murhaf Oubaid

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Stefan Konrad Waczynski

**AEROSPACE ENGINEERING**

Adam Ross Boro
Bryn Nicole Fanger
Charles Michael Flanagan
Brian T Inzerillo
Nathan Robert Jacobs
Zachary Guang Lacey
Zachary Andrew Lachance
Justin Michael Lidard
Parker Jay Main
Christoph Richard Neisess
Hannah Leigh Neuenhoff
Ramin Rafizadeh
Noah Webb Schultz
Shivam Kamleshbhai Soni
Christian Busk Sorteberg
Shreyas Srivatsan
Lucia Sague Stainer
Peter Allen Stefano
Amanda Sue Hobgood Wilmot
Awards & Honors

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Samuel J Audia
Justin Strati Bucci
Amanda Loren Comeau
Amanda Diane Crisafulli
Alexander Davydov
Michael Kenneth Dawson
Tomas Hendrik Kern Debye
Logan Fox Dill
Tobias Drew Dilworth
Kristen Marie Edwards
Noah Joseph Fogelson
Hannah Claire Grebos
Evan Gao Gresser
Charles Dylan Grody
Nicholas Joseph Hammett
Houston Joseph Hoover
Helen Marie Kent
Timothy Eun Kim
Priya Kulkarni
Ashley Madeline Lakey
Cherie Nicole Landa
Jennifer Ann Landry
Daniel Asher Lerner
Syed Taqui Mahmood
Rohit Jagdish Mandavia
Bryan Christopher Mark
Hugh Francis McMullen
Benjamin David Miller
Cavan Ryan Morley
Kelsey Anne Muckelbauer
Mark Harley Nyman
Andrew John Oliver
Jack Gregory Prewitt
Michael Marcello Ros
Gabrielle Irene Sandy
Ramzi Kevin Sayegh
Jacob Michael Sayegh
Adam Christopher Sims
Mary Elizabeth Smith
Thomas Eugene Streett
Kyle Matthew Su
Nathaniel Martin Walsh
Regina Maie Wingate
Daniel Dan Yang
Nicholas R Zahneis
Christian Scott Zimmerman
Tianhong Zong

RESEARCH, INSTRUCTION, AND SERVICE IN ENGINEERING (RISE)

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Bailey Alexander Konold

BIOENGINEERING
Khalil Chughtai
Faith Opemipo Olulana

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Megan Rebecca Forte
Spencer Everett Grissom
Thomas Myles Matherly

CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
John Thomas Walsh

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Fara Marie Clarke

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Dillon Paul Mandley

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elizabeth Anne Jordan
Jennifer Ann Landry
Hannah A Lobell
Christian Scott Zimmerman
Doctoral Candidates

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Kevin David Anderson  
  Dr. Darryll J. Pines
Jason Robert Burr  
  Dr. Kenneth Yu
Dylan Patrick Carter  
  Dr. Christine Hartzell
Matthew Ryan Catlett  
  Dr. James Baeder
Joseph Dongil Chung  
  Dr. Elaine Oran
Michael A Cunningham  
  Dr. James Hubbard, Jr.
Daniel Fernando Escobar  
  Dr. Inderjit Chopra
Adam Hugh Halperin  
  Dr. Ray Sedwick
Clara Marie Helm  
  Dr. Pino Martin
Vera Klimchenko  
  Dr. James Baeder
Jose Mauricio Mondragon Gomez  
  Dr. James Hubbard, Jr.
Benjamin Scott Silbaugh  
  Dr. James Baeder
Alexis Shana Monet Truitt  
  Dr. Christine Hartzell
Xing Wang  
  Dr. Inderjit Chopra
Xiao Zhang  
  Dr. Elaine Oran

BIOENGINEERING

Mary Teresa Doolin  
  Dr. Kimberly Stroka
Joshua Marvin Gammon  
  Dr. Christopher Jewell
Niksa Roki  
  Dr. Silvia Muro &  
  Dr. William Bentley
Kristina Therese Stephens  
  Dr. William Bentley
Sarah Miho Van Belleghem  
  Dr. John Fisher
Lampouguin Yenkoidiok-Douti  
  Dr. Carolina Barillas-Mury &  
  Dr. Christopher Jewell

CHEMICAL & BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Sayanee Adhikari  
  Dr. Amy Karlsson
Niti Rameshkumar Agrawal  
  Dr. Sriniwasa Raghavan
Navadeep Boruah  
  Dr. Ganesh Srinam
Sean Mack  
  Dr. Ganesh Srinam

CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Javier Bas  
  Dr. Cinzia Cirillo
Siqi Cao  
  Dr. Allen Davis
Yao Cheng  
  Dr. Gang-Len Chang

ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING

David Frederick Choy  
  Dr. Miroslaw Skibniewski
Samuel Amuasi Essien  
  Dr. Amde Amde
Ran Jing  
  Dr. Birthe Kjellerup
Yat-Ning Paul Lee  
  Dr. Gregory Baecher
Dylan Casey Owen  
  Dr. Allen Davis
Bo Peng  
  Dr. Lei Zhang
Michael L Whiteman  
  Dr. Brian Phillips

Shahriar Aghaieimibodi  
  Dr. Edo Waks
Jayakrishnan Appanam Karakkad  
  Dr. Thomas Antonsen, Jr.
Christopher James Darmody  
  Dr. Neil Goldsman
Debdipeta Goswami  
  Dr. Derek A. Paley
Yiwen Hu  
  Dr. Mario Dagenais
Meenatchi Jagasivamani  
  Dr. Bruce Jacob
Lisa Krayer  
  Dr. Jeremy Munday &  
  Dr. Neil Goldsman
Amit Kumar  
  Dr. Rama Chellappa
Honglei Li  
  Dr. Shuvra Bhattacharyya
Doctoral Candidates

Yunchuan Li  
*Dr. Michael Fu*

Michael Lin  
*Dr. Richard La & Dr. Nuno Martins*

Wei-An Lin  
*Dr. Rama Chellappa*

Zhenyu Lin  
*Dr. John Baras*

Yuntao Liu  
*Dr. Ankur Srivastava*

Kevin T Merchant  
*Dr. Rama Chellappa*

Ankit Mondal  
*Dr. Ankur Srivastava*

David O Nahmias  
*Dr. Jonathan Simon*

Amith Hulikal Narayan  
*Dr. Thomas Antonsen, Jr.*

Long Bao Nguyen  
*Dr. Vladimir Manucharyan & Dr. Thomas Antonsen, Jr.*

Venkata Vikram Orre  
*Dr. Mohammad Hafezi*

Daniel Paulson  
*Dr. Christopher C. Davis*

Aneesh Raghavan  
*Dr. John Baras*

Bo Xiao  
*Dr. Steven Anlage*

Kyungjin Yoo  
*Dr. Rajeev Barua*

Qiang Zhu  
*Dr. Min Wu*

Shenli Zou  
*Dr. Alireza Khaligh*

**MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING**

Azadeh Farzaneh  
*Dr. Mohamad Al-Sheikly*

Xiaoxiao Ge  
*Dr. Lourdes Salamanca-Riba*

Doug Henderson  
*Dr. Robert Briber*

John Michael Howard  
*Dr. Marina Leite*

Kevin R Mecadon  
*Dr. Mohamad Al-Sheikly*

Adam Pranda  
*Dr. Gottlieb Oehrlein*

Matthew Widstrom Widstrom  
*Dr. Peter Kofinas*

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

Jerald Armen  
*Dr. Hugh Bruck*

Fabio Battaglia  
*Dr. Michael Ohadi*

Martin Aleksandrov Erinin  
*Dr. James Duncan*

Randy T Ganye  
*Dr. Miao Yu*

Sriram Bharath Hariharan  
*Dr. Michael Gollner*

Daniel Constantine Hart  
*Dr. Hugh Bruck*

Rubyca Jaai  
*Dr. Nikhil Chopra*

Nicholas Robert Jankowski  
*Dr. Patrick McCluskey*

Tianchen Liu  
*Dr. Shapour Azarm*

Jie Peng  
*Dr. Peter Chung*

Anto Sheryl Peter  
*Dr. Michael Pecht*

Celeste Regina Colberg Poley  
*Dr. B. Balachandran*

Ahmed Osama Said  
*Dr. Stanislav Stoliarov*

Saurabh Saxena  
*Dr. Michael Pecht*

Guanjin Wang  
*Dr. B. Balachandran & Dr. Amir Riaz*

**RELIABILITY ENGINEERING**

Amin Aria  
*Dr. Mohammad Modarres*

Matthew Dennis  
*Dr. Mohammad Modarres*

Gregory James Lancaster  
*Dr. Jeffrey Herrmann*

Christa Daniella Pettie  
*Dr. Jeffrey Herrmann*

David Benjamin Verstrate  
*Dr. Mohammad Modarres*
MASTER OF SCIENCE

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Ian Kevin Bahr
Abubakr Suliman Eltayeb
Mohamed Hamid
Mithuun Kanapathipillai
Casey R Kacinovich
Katie Krohmaly
Katelyn Emmaline Melone
Sharan Harish Nayak
Anand Vijaykumar Patel
Vijay Ramatsubramanian
Stacy Sidle
Derek Bertrand Thompson
Daniel Orlando Villalobos

BIOENGINEERING
Nabid Ahmed
Rachel Hope Lee
Jesse Vo

CHEMICAL & BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING
Ching-En Ku
Pompon Mputu Udipabu
Supriya Padmanabhan

CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Gaurav Ajay Agrawal
Upamanyu Barman
Ulrich Yoan Yanick Bazemo

Siqi Cao
Natalija Djolevic
Ahmet Okan Duzgun
Sergio Garcia
Kavach Gupta
Saurabh Shailesh Jethva
Niraj Jha
Kangwen Jin
Shihan Lin
Zihui Ma
Ryan McCullough
Taylor Ann Motley
Darshan Pandit
Meru Mayurkumar Pathak
Zebo Peng
Sally Adnan Saleem
Qianqian Sun
Cadijah J Walcott
Guangyi Wang
Yanan Wang
Fei Wu
Mofeng Yang
Chen Yuan
Amer Ali Zahir Zaidi

ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Jaime Fernando Campos
Yexin Cao
Abhishek Chakraborty
Sai Meghasena Chavali
Yuta Chen
Sai Sandeep Damera
Erik John Dekelbaum
Tristan Jerome Deppe
Subhojit Dutta
Grant James Hoover
Wei-Lun Hsu
Ilya Kavalerov
Ryan K Lee
Xiaomin Lin
Xinyuan Ma
Alexander Scott Newgent
Alexander Zachary Pollack
Bibhusa Rawal
Mohsen Rezaeizadeh
Andrew Russ Risinger
Ketul Sanjaykumar Shah
Hossein Souri
Roshan Julian Talagala
Fakai Wang
Kezhen Xu
Xinyu Zhou

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING
Jacques Andre De Beer
Xin Yu Fan
Michael Vernon Heck
Ashlynne Rose Orcurto
Adam Quiat
Garrett James Wack
Jennifer Marie Wood
Master’s Candidates

**MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING**
Megan Kimicata
Lorelis Enid Gonzalez-Lopez

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**
Mohammad Salahaldeen Ahmad Alsalti
Marcelo Arispe-Guzman
Natasha Chantel Epps Bradley
David Catalini
Pattanun Chanpiwat
Samuel Adam Denker
Matthew Brent Francom
Aishwarya Prashant Gaonkar
Erick Gutierrez
Caleb Franklin Hammer
Rachel Egan Hess
Justin Chadwick Huemme
Sriram Jayanthi
Haoyuan Jing
Jason Christopher Kelly
Byeol Kim
Ben Martin Knisely
Ayush Nankani
Cathleen Needham
Preethi Ravula
Devashis Man Shrestha
Sai Manish Vathsavai
Garrett Scott Wiles
Chaolun Zheng
Lydia Zoghbi

**RELIABILITY ENGINEERING**
Sara Lyons
Ramin Moradi

**SYSTEMS ENGINEERING**
Akshay Vinay Bapat
Charles Anthony Meehan
Hanish Gaurang Mehta
Swapneel Uday Naphade
Venkatraman Narayanan

**TELECOMMUNICATIONS**
Pooja Rajesh Ahuja
Faisal Waleed Alshubaili
Udaya Satya Sai Pradeep Amarapalli
Aysha Asmeth
Harsh Babani
Karthik Bejavada
Swayam Ashish Bhosale
Aniket Nayan Bulbule
Pragya Chahar
Niroman Joe Aro Charles Selvaraj
Yash Chaudhry
Venkat Chaitanya Chintu
Shashank Vishnu Conjeevaram
Rohan Amod Deo
Vedangi Dinesh Deo
Subhojoy Dey
Sahil Javid Diwan
Piyusha Prakash Dodmani
Anthony John Foss
Anahita Ganapathi
Snehal Girish Ghatole
Jingyuan He
Anthony Neville Hobson
Shubha Jain
Adhithyaa Kalidas
Karthik Kannan
Simran Kaur
Aamir Asir Khan
Kaustubh Subhash Korgaonkar
Yash Nitin Kudalkar
Anudeep Reddy Kura
Alekhya Lingireddy
Jean-Paul Mupanda Littleton
Sejal Sadanand Mane
Likhitha Neelisetty
Emeka Stephen Obi
Soumyaa Passari
Punit Suketu Patel
Hanisha Rajan
Reshi Razdan
Zubiya Siraj Akhtar Reshamwala
Surbhi Samra
Sujitha Sekar Rajan
Vedant Akshay Shah
Ahmad Farhad Shams
Himanshu Sharma
Mridula-Rajesh Shetty
Gaurav Kumar Singh
Rishabh Gulab Singh
Riteek Kumar Singh
Swapnil Pandurang Sude
Master’s Candidates

Sumedh Abhay Suryawanshi
Jidapa Vatcharateansagul
Sindhura Palainoor Venkatesh
Liuyang Wang
Mian Xing
Chen Xu
Ruoyu Xue
Lasya Priya Yedla
Qirui Zhang
Shuaicheng Zhang
Yuntian Zheng
Huizhuo Zhou
Wenqiao Zhu

Sudharsan Balasubramani
Prasanna Marudhu Balasubramanian
Karthik Baliyepalli
Suraj Rao Bandela
Amrish Baskaran
Rohini Basu
Snehal Bharat Bedmutha
Mithun Chandramohan Bharadwaj
Koyal Bhartia
Krishna Suresh Bhatu
Abhishek Deorao Bhendale
Piyushkumar Laljibhai Bhuva
Vamshi Kumar Bogoju
Sayan Brahma
Ethan Thomas Brown
Kyle Douglas Brown
Gerardo E Burciaga Gonzalez
Andrea Teresa Cabrera Tapia
Zuyang Cao
Nicholas Paul Capuzzi
Robert Gregory Carlson
Adheesh Chatterjee
Aditi Chaudhry
Rajat Vinod Chavda
Armando Roberto Chavez
Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Chimmula
Rishabh Choudhary
Teja Chunchu
Jazmyne A Claggett
Quinn Colville
Christopher Eli Courtney
Timothy Liam Coville
Adetola Oreofe Daniels
Abhiram Sarang Dapke
Alex William Demarais
Pranali Yashodhar Desai
Tejasri Devarapalli
Tanvee Dhir
Rijuta Niles Hedgi
Shreyans Devendra Doshi
Julianne Susan Douglas
Matthew D Drummond
Amr Elansary
Varsha Eranki
Henry Christopher Everett
Afshin Fallahi
Haixiang Fang
Naomi Shoshanna Feldman
Andrian Rehan Fernandopulle
David Francis Foerster
Madeline Friday
Jagan Mohan Gajavalli
Poovrava Ganesan
Sai Seetharam Garimella
Sravan Garimella
Aman Geetey
Fevin George
Muhammad Basit Ghauri
Sowndar Raja Rao Gillan Gopi
Vasiliy Anatolyevich Gokoyev
Andre Luiz Gomes Ferreira
Sai Subbarama Rithvik Gosukonda
Ojas Milind Govardhan
Sharanya Siddesh Gowda

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Zain Ul Abiddin
Annu Elizabeth Abraham
Sanket Sudhir Acharya
Chad Harrison Adair
Farooq Ahmed
Abbas Ali
Syed Ahsan Ali
Prateek Arora
Akash Atharv
Olatunji Temitope Awogbemi
Bhanu Prathap Baira Reddy
Avinash Reddy Bajjuri
Gautam Balachandran
Sushanth Balakrishna
Sai Chaitanya Balasankula

SPRING COMMENCEMENT 2020
Master’s Candidates

Nayan Goyal
Sanket Goyal
Shweta Goyal
Eric Adam Greenwell
Saket Seshadri Gudimetla Hanumath
Guna Shreya Gummadi
Sanchit Gupta
Aditya Nilesh Gupte
Bharath Gurumurthy
Negin Haghighi
Rezvy Rabby Haider
Nicole Elizabeth Hanneken
Nikhil Ashok Hegde
Taylor A Heywood
Ashish Hirani
Malika Holmes
Raja Srinivas Iskala
Martin P Issiov
Rene Jacques
Kamakshi Jain
Pranav Pankaj Jaipurkar
Farid Jalali
Ghanem Jamal Eddine
Bobin Mathew John
Shebuel Asher Paul John Devadason
Chinmay Nikhil Joshi
Ujjwal Joshi
Dinesh Kadirimangalam
Harsh Bharat Kakashaniya
Aaradhana Kannan Subramanian
Rohan Kapoor
Aditya Kathera

Matthew Ryan Kennedy
Salman Khan
Kirti Khanna
Janakiraman Kirthivasan
Sujit Mahesh Konapur
Nikunj Kothari
Adhishri Kothiyal
Pranav Mangesh Kulkarni
Saurav Kumar
Kavya Sri Kummarakuntla
Ashwin Varghese Kuruttukulam
Carey Lewis
Dan Li
An Li
Hang Lin
Ganzorig Lkhagvajav
Arpit Maclay
Meghana Madarkal
Krishna Kartik Surya Prakash Madhira
Kushal Pankaj Mahidhar
Tatenda Hilary Makwiranzou
Austin Michael Malkin
Dale Fan Martin
Alexander Master
Brian Nicholas Matejevich
Anirudh Prashant Mathur
Dylan R Matteson
Michael McConkey
Nikhil Mehra
Raj Shailesh Mehta
Aarohi Saurin Mehta

Harsh Girishbhai Mehta
Anteneh Meshesha
Pranav Arunkumar Meshram
Rohan Mishra
Abhinav Modi
Dylan Christopher Thomas Molz
Zakary Monin
William F Moran
Stephen Edward Moyer
Samiyah Hemal Mustafa
Jagadesh Nischal Nagireddi
Raghav Nandwani
Sudharsan Narasimhan
Yousuf Naved
Chetan Milan Nehete
Tony Vu Nguyen
Kenechukwu Chiemezie Nwosu
Brian James O'Connor
Patrick Okai
Sorochukwu Okam Okam
Zhenyu Pan
Srujan Panuganti
Charan Karthikey Parthasarathy Vasanthi
Leo Pasukov
Abhijeet Pate
Falgun Dharmendra Patel
Badal Jitendraubhai Patel
Ishan Mineshkumar Patel
Nakul Dineshbbhai Patel
Shiv Amrish Patel
Rohit Patidar
Master’s Candidates

Preetham Reddy Patlolla
Amey Rajendra Patne
Chayan Kumar Patodi
Luis Angel Perez
Pranav Sharad Phatak
Sachin Pindolia
Vinish Polsani
Akshitha Pothamshetty
Krupesh Dhirajbhai Prajapati
Rachith Prakash
Megha Puthenparampil
Ryan Thomas Quarry
Jaison Robert Radion
Arvind Krishnan Rajiv
Thomas David Rands
Siddhesh Dilip Rane
Kapil Anil Rawal
Felix C Sage
Bala Murali Manoghar Sai Sudhakar
Mohammad Salman
Gnyana Teja Samudrala
Bryan Jesus Sanchez-Pariachi
Pablo Antonio Sanhueza
Nithish Kumar Sanjeev Kumar
Kamesh Arvind Sarangan
Tanima Sarbajna
Brenda Scheufele
Jeet Sameer Shah
Shachee Parag Shah
Niket Avanish Shah
Ishita Shahi
Tamil Arasu Shanmugam
Anirudh Sharma
Shilpi Shikha
Evandro Luis Silva
Rohan Singh
Himanshu Singhal
Ashish Singh
Jasmine Gail Smith
Shwetank Srivastava
Tejasvi Subramanya
Nantha Kumar Sunder
Turki Sameer Tammar
Vaidehi Thakur
Sarvesh Thakur
Rohit Singh Thakur
Yashaarth Todi
Chinonso Oscar Ude
Moises Enrique Umanzor
Khyatiben Lalitkumar Vaghashiya
Aditya Ajay Vaishampayan
Tania Mary Varghese
Pranav Reddy Vedma
Naga Venkata Sai Manidhar Vutla
Mrinali Sharad Vyas
Yu-Kai Wang
Shao-Yun Wang
Justin A Williams
Dawit Tibebu Woldemariam
Alex Junhee Woo
Ashenafi Zenebe Worku
Lichen Wu
Suyash Yeotikar
Shihao Zhang
Yili Zhang
Zhou Zhou
Zachary Nicholas Zimits
Hamza Zubair

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES IN TECHNOLOGY ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Masimba Biriwasha
Dawn M Closson
Colleen E Cusimano
M’Bike’ Mark Featherstone
Shanice Yanique Ashley Harris
Moniesha Lynine Jackson
Dongjin Kim
Dan I Makfinsky
John Tyree McCain
Joshua Magero Okello
Dennis Albert Perreault
Jonathan Reynolds
Keron Tooles
Delise Donae White
Undergraduate Class of 2020

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Arjun Agarwal
Joseph Angelo Almony
Dean Covy Amiel
Rohil Bahri
Michael James Baker
Nicholas Charles Behnke
Artur Andrea Blomer
Noah Benjamin Bloomstein
Adam Ross Boro
Matthew Ryan Borowy
Kevin Menezes Braga
Logan John Brown
Adam Hunter Burchett
Brady Scott Cassell
Diego Ricardo Cavero
Hyunsoo Chun
Stanley Kenneth Clum
Michael Anthony Conover
Kenneth Eduardo Cordon
Ian Donovan Delk
Mark Andrew DeVince*
Matthew Joseph Dimitrov
Ryan Evan Domogauer
Gareth Alexander Dunlap
Dalton Raymond Durant
Alexander Charles Edwards*
Eli Harris Elstein
Bryn Nicole Fanger

Charles Michael Flanagan***
Joseph Andrew Fluehr
Patrick William Forbus
Ryan Blake Freedman
John Robert Gallagher
Axel Rigoberto Garcia
Scott Allen Green
Eric Ryan Greenbaum***
Chirayu Amit Gupta
Nikhil Gupta*
Patrick William Haney
Charles Patrick Hanner
Azadeh Havai Tarshizi
Ian Morrissey Heinz
Jeroen L Highbarger
Zachary Ambrose Hoover
Samantha Danielle Howard
Wei Huang
Brian T Inzerillo
Jonathan Michael Isolato
Nathan Robert Jacobs
Alex Joey Johnson
Joshua Daniel Joress
Quincy George Kahlert
Dylan Wehrheim Kelly
Edward Chanan Klapper
Evan Laith Kramer
Ryan Mitchell Kraus
Quinn Robert White Kupec

Zachary Guang Lacey
Zachary Andrew Lachance***
Justin Michael Lidard***
Nathan Alexander Lloyd
Nicole Luisa Logan*
Ghnana Shree Madineni
Aaron Seth Magaziner*
Parker Jay Main
Andrew Connor Malwitz
Blaise J Martineau
Santiago Enrique Mata Centeno
Austin Lee McClelland
Evan McDonald
Elizabeth Leigh McFarland
Matthew David McNutt
Gavin Howard Mealy
Garrett Jordan Miller-Moskal
Julia Clare Mittelstaedt
Ian William Moss
Connor Jacob Mulrenin
Christoph Richard Neisess
Steven John Neubauer
Hannah Leigh Neuenhoff***
Bob Truett Nobles
Ander Martin Ochoa
Casey Ryan Ohringer
Matthew Ryan Ostrow
Faisal Otaibi Taher
Brandon Ellis Pace

***Summa Cum Laude   **Magna Cum Laude   *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Hudson Heneberry Paley
Mir Amiktumar Pandya
Parth Mahesh Patel
Michael Joseph Paul
Zachary Robert Peters
David Glenn Petrela
Matthew Kyle Phelan
Joshua David Piccoli
Yair Pincever
Saugar Justeen Prasai
Nicolo Giovanni Primerano*
Richard Steuart Quarles
Benjamin Alan Quock
Ramin Rafizadeh
Tuvia Chaim Rappaport
Noah Benjamin Rindock
Braden Quinn Rothwell
Peter Christian Ryseck
Brady Andrew Sack
Stefano Santini
Christopher Allen Savage*
Noah Webb Schultz
Yavuz Selim Sefik
Saloni Mohit Shah
Shalwin Shajan
Shivam Kamleshbhai Soni**
Christian Busk Sorteberg
Shreyas Srivatsan
Eric Watson Stahlheber
Lucia Sague Stainer
Nicholas Stamatakis
Peter Allen Stefano
Shelly Tal Szanto
Benjamin Tanner
Yonatan Nachum Teeter
Einar Raymond Terrill
Mark Daniel Tredway
Brandon Tsou
James Henry Tuit Farquhar
Ryan Paul Turlik
Barbara Rose Van Natta
Nicholas Robert Vanzelst
Mathew Vaughn
Christopher John Venezia
Grazchella Den Vicente
Blaire Weinberg
Lauren Patricia Weist
Amanda Sue Hobgood Wilmot
Vincent Leland Wisniewski
Ahmed Mahdi Woodson
Brian Kyle Woodson
Tomohiro Yamaguchi
Seong Muk Yun
Jeffrey Yinan Zhu

BIOENGINEERING
Ainul Wadhiah Binti Abdul Rahim
Jules Dixon Allbritton-King***
Robert Francis Allen
Dhruvesh J Amin
Ayah Haitham Arafat
Noah Charles Ashley
Christopher Quan Bach
Kate Morgan Balatgek
Mariama Serray Barrie
Christopher Michael Beekey
Haley Elizabeth Bertrand
Carly Rebecca Boden
David John Boegner
Aviva Frances Borison
Madeleine Elise Bowcutt
Robin Samantha Brocato
Quinton Francesco Burke
Hoang-Thien Cao
Tiffany Thithu Cao
Mitchell Allen Carlson
Sally Narae Choi*
Niall Christian Cope***
Mauricio Defan Defning
Skyler Bey Defrank
Christopher Frank Delre
Sanyukta Ranjit Deshmukh
Kunal Sanjay Dharmadhikari
Diego A Diaz

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Benjamin Carl Douty
Julia Hoban Edwards
Austin Porter Elko
Arafat Ayobami Fasuyi
Jackson Russell Fife
Samuel Joseph Finkel*
Danielle Tamar Firer
John Vincent Fitzell
Anushka Althea Gerald
Jordan Marie Groff
Richa Gupta*
Lily Ha
Patrick Russell Haggerty
Maxwell Claef Hakun
Connor Evan Hall**
Marie Frances Hatch
Robert Francis Hawkins
Brianne Elizabeth Heverling
Rebecca Marie Hirshon
Phuong-Vy Brianna Ho
Brenna Hohl
Daniel Mark Hopkins
Kay Thwe Htut
Erik Hung
Hayat Rabih Jabbour
Miriam An-Whei Janssen
Nidhi Kalaria
Anna Yeanor Kanu
Valeria Nicole Kaufman
Collin Michael Keating
Aida Abraham Kebede
Zachery Lee Keepers***
Neal Harish Kewalramani
  Double Major: Mathematics
Asher Jisoo Kim***
Aleksandr Kovalyonok
Kurt Robert Kunkel
Jackson Hughes Lange
Erin Nicole Langille**
Anna Alexandra Latzko
Erin Jade Lee
Christopher William Look*
Sophia Yuan Lyle
Arun Michael Maran
Sabrina Mae Martin
Peter Michael Marx
Emma Kaufman Moore
Lauren Elizabeth Moyer***
Matthew John Mulvanev
Maesha Noshin
Simone Rose Oliver
Jinan Murhaf Oubaid
Dhruv Tejas Patel
Anoop J Patel*
Rachel Katherine Pruczal
Sharon Rebecca Puthumana
Ray Max Rada
Nicholas Brian Ranallo
Erin Michelle Reilly
Mateo Reveiz***
Alexi Jeanne Rodriguez
Leah K Ross
Gabriella Schito
Talia Raisa Sieff
Chad Zachary Simon***
Blair Margret Smith
Kelsy Song
Jillian Ashley Stabile
Samantha Haley Stuart
Nikita Tatwadha
Aliyah Sara Taule
Amarachi Ruth Ude
Saya Usui
Pavan Srihari Vemulakonda*
Andrew Ryan Wesley
Olivia White
Rachel Nicole Wills***
Olivia Marie Wolcott
Enna Wu
Jennifer Wang Xue
Sarah Elizabeth Young

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

CHEMICAL & BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Isabella Marie Abbott
Sarah Mohammed Alshabboot
Rawan Fahid Alsulaihat
Tarila James Amajene
Christopher Jacob Borowski
Chloe Jayne Borza
Emily Marie Boyle
Stephen William Carroll
Junghye Chang
Boxi Chen
I Chen
Michelle Louise Chmielowiec
Yuri Choe
Eric Michael Crump
Kenneth Leroy Daniel*
Pablo Allende Dean***
Kevin Charles Dilley
Anicet Samen Djakeu
Massinissa Mathieu Djouini
Noah Julian Eckman*
Fitsum A Fikre
Megan Rebecca Forte***
David Noah Greenblott
Spencer Everett Grissom***
Amanda Marie Hamilton
Ethan Pai-Huey Hamilton
Marc A Harron**

Mark Gregory Holman
Qixuan Hu
Austin Gene Hughes
Elizabeth Shin-Ning Hung
Hannah Marika Hunter*
Philip Andrew Hurm
Michael Idongesit Ijoma
Abdullwase Hashem Ismaeil
Jad Radwan Jaber
Kaiwen Jiang
Thomas Joseph Kessler
Ashmiu Omarr Maadakin Koroma
Zachary Ethan Landau
Andrew Lanouette
Christopher Joseph Louzon
Andrew Michael Lum
Allison Michelle Martin
Thomas Myles Matherly
Sofea Juliana Binti Mohd Rosdan
Ryan Gregory Naehr
LeAn Nguyen
Jane Wanjeru Njihia
Mohammadou Njoya
Nicole Nohilly
Victoria Marie Null
Funke Deborah Okunrinboye
Victor Olaoluwa Olufade
Destiny Oparaocha
Patrick Stephen Ott
Evan Michael Paddison

Aashish Trilok Parekh
Vu Phi Pham
Rolane Tang Qian
Eric Gerd Reichelt
Kareem Hazem Saleh
Raneen Khalil Shatara
Savannah L Shaull
Double Major: Atmospheric and Oceanic Science

Brianna Marie Sheard
Katherine Jane Sniezek***
Jonah Benjamin Spielman
Ramanuja Sreenivasan
Akshaya Sridhar
Hannah Ashley Strobel
Theodore Joseph Strozyk
Camilo Trejos
Loan Thi Truong
Arthi Vijaykumar
Wan Mohamad Hidayat Wan Mohd Sallehuddin
Cole Yin-Hua Whitaker
Natalie Beth Wittick
Nathan Augustus Wong
Erin Maire Wright
Kyle Taro Yamaguchi
Hojin Yoon
Thomas Edward Yost
Kelly Zhang
Yuli Zhu

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Franco Aguilar Llazaka
Michael James Alecci
Gregory Gil Amaral
Samantha Scout Arenberg
Ebenezer Benyarku
Alyssa Nicole Berman
Joseph Steven Boley*
Jonathan Andrew Bradley
Russell Marc Divino Bumanglag
Emily Marie Byers
Andrew Steven Castro
David Anthony Chakansky
Jee-Ny Choi
Madeline Grace Cloud
Griffin Anderson Connolly
Nicolette Corrao
Sean Phillips Cotnam
Megan Sue Czysz
Eileen Marie Donahoe
Kieron Lee Farrell
Tyler Joseph Fers
Austin Thomas Foster
Constantinos Dimitrios Frantzis
Sidney Benton Geertsema*
Arman Darius Ghaffari
Marian Emil Gorgy
Kyle Cameron Grays
Jenna Sears Gregory
Masha Grinshtein
Chase Walter Grobert
Elliot David Hefty
Cassandra Maureen Hill
Min-Hein Htet
Aaron David Israel
Maya Aquino Kelly
Kaylin Marie Kramer
Jules Bertrand Kwali
Andrew Marcello Legaluppi
Irene Liu
Colin Philip McLaughlin
Caitlin Anne Miller
Allison Mirrer*
Garrett Scott Moffett
Mackenzie Zelen Mogan
Luke Thomas Murphy
Borel Nkuime Natemzem
Hazel Oran
Morgan T Parker
Alexis Sara Pincus
Andrew Lee Roberts
Laurie Avelino Ruhlmann
Thomas Michael Smith
Erin Andrea Stewartson
Dale Aram Tasbihi
Gabriel Luis Morales Tecson
John Dave Santos Tinawin
Nathan Lee Tucker
Filippos Tzortzakakis
Madisyn Street Vinyard
Zachary Joseph Wolfe
Zheng Yang
Jaclyn Kate Zidar

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Gian Carlo Ravelo Antolin
Michael Brian Appel
Raveesha Rajesh Arora
Abiy Solomon Asfaw
Bahareh Azami
Justin Tyler Becker
Benjamin Mark Bock
Mikiyas Melese Bokan
Jeremy Noah Booth
Caroline Anne Cantow
Benjamin Edward Carr
Ethan Donato Carson
Andrew Liu Chen
William Chen
Fara Marie Clarke
Christian Eric Coello
Caitlin Patrice Conn
Mitchell Alan Coverstone
Huy H Do
Anders Entwistle
Gabriel Adin Epstein*
Jesse Lee Eyler
Abdulfatai Adetola Fakoya
Justin Tyler Frankle

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Pablo Garcia Beltran
Miles Montgomery Grissom**
Yuqin Guan
Gustavo Adolfo Guevara
Eric Alexander Hoffmann
David M Hsu**
Christina Marie Irish
Nathan Mayan Kesavan
Daniel Yoojin Kim
Lauren Kristine Kosub
Christopher Nicholas Leser
Kaitlin Camille Leung
Joshua Richard Loeffler
Frank Michael Lopez*
Sagar Bahadur Mali
Ali Abdul Manan
Xiangyu Mao
Matthew Alan Merryman
Nur Syazwani Binti Mohamad Shaipudin
Muhammad Nazif Mohd Yusof
Noah Mun
Luke William Novey
Abhinav Pandey
Priyang Parikh
John Park*
Melissa Pothen
Divya Kashyap Rawal
Jerome Paul Redmann
Samuel H Saltwick
Zachary Michael Schlaich
Eric David Schlough
Sami Arman Siddiqui
Abigail Marie Snellman**
Jack Austin Sturtevant*
Michael Ralston Thomas
Timothy James Thoresen*
Srujana Thyagaraja
Alexander Igorevich Tolstoy
Nikhil Vishnupant Uplekar***
Phillip Mathew Vea*
Shawn Verma
Ruochen Wang*
Benjamin Daniel Welbourn
William Bryce Foreman
Jonathan Alexander Garner**
Zerhai Tesfazghi Ghebre
William Latham Glenn
Mishal Goel
Gregory James Gorman
Janet Louise Graves
Jesse Benjamin Griff-McMahon***
Nicholas Tyler Griffith
Kewani Sail Hematemariam
Catherine Lawrence Harlan
Eric Nicholas Helgesen
Troy Steven Hensh
Dirk Menno Holzman**
Wei Huang
Gina Hyun
Gregory Jackson
Jason Jiang
Brendan James Jordan
Sara Miri Kim
Daniel Tai Klawson*
Nathan Daniel Koenigsmark
Kiran Premdat Kokilepersaud*
Jordan Nicholas Lanham
Anne Elizabeth Leatherman
Christopher Seunghwan Lee*
Double Major: Computer Science
Zongyan Li
Colin Preston Ljungquist
Dillon Paul Mandley

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Catherine Gomes Master
Ian Matthew McGann
Rachel McHarg
Matthew Lee Miller
Priya Devi Mittu*
Nurul Aina Nadhirah Mohammad Anuar
Christopher Alec Myers
Samuel Jee-Won Nam
Kevin Patrick Nardo
Tyler Michael Neff
Stephen Maika Ngaim
Michael Oluwatobi Obajemu
Malco Moromeo Palencia Gonzalez
Marc Avraham Passy
Gabriel Fernando Pellerano
Nicholas Andrew Perkins
Fomo Hilareon Peto
Timothy Aidan Petry
Michael Pique***
Austin Jared Plummer
Sara Michelle Pohland***
Xiaowen Qi***
Mohammed Qureshi
Andrew Nguyen Raab
Edward Ramon Salvatierra***
Nicole Schiff
Matthew Christopher Sinnott*
Anthony Peter Sjolund
Charis Geneva Smith*
Cameron Soderberg
Jiaqi Sun
Shawn Patrick Sweep
Colin Barry Sybing**
Timothy Michael Szekerczes
Emily Tann
Gerrald Sean Ting*
Michael Anthony Tomlinson
Lucie E Ugarte
Nicholas Andrew Vollbrecht
*Double Major: Mathematics
Stefan Konrad Waczynski***
Jeramey Lee Williams
Brandon Harrison Wooten
David Sean Wynne
Rui Yang
Nicholas Patrick Young

FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING
Joseph Anthony Alascio*
Nicholas Peter Anderson
William Frank Calcagno
Christopher Siwei Chen
Caleb Jon Cotner
Christian Anthony Fisher
Dillon Patrick Fox
Jacob Raleigh Galloway
Nicholas Daniel Gardner
Thomas Charles Enrique Good
Cameron Scott Horst

Seth Hamilton Jacobs
Jordan Nicholas Lanham
James Ryan O Leahy
Christopher Aric Mantsch
Gabriela Simone Muehlberger
Kevin Miles Obler
Michael V Pelekhay
Matthew Conor Pfarr
Ryan James Pirtle
Nicholas Thorne Randolph
Lucas Daniel Seledoe
Andrew Sethian
Karolyn Marie Steranka
Mishaal Mois Syed Naveed
Emily Nicole Thomas
Madison Ann West***
Matthew Eric Whiteley

MATERIALS SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Artur A Agaronyan
Keshav Arjun Bhatnagar
Jack Elliott Brody
Spencer John Davis
Shannon Kane Donaldson
Benjamin Eapen
Hadas Regina-Bronte Elazar-Mittelman*
Eli Jared Fastow*
Michael Ryan Flickinger
Shannon Claire Flynn*

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Joshua Robert Franke
James Arthur Golimowski
Coby Ryan Goodhart
William Michael Haller
John Michael Hoerauf**
Ethan Ward Hyde
Alison Julia Kriz*
Erica K Lee
Fahed Khalid Masood
Edward Spencer Mebane
Miles Lee Mowbray
Daniel Kenneth Rivkin*
Amelia Yvonne Robinson**
Kevin Patrick Ryan
Ameya Sampath
Matthew Luis Sieh
Erin Shira Wernick
Jonathan Lee Wilson

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Nicholas Soussa Abbott
Monica Moussi Abboud
Samy Marwan Abisaleh
Henry Raymond Adams
James Gilbert Adkins
James Walter Alderisio
Anders Martin Alilio
Russell Casey Allwein
Rodrigo Arce
John Patterson Argauer

William Joseph Arzl
Samuel J Audia***
Tayyip Dogu Aydin
Michael Crommelin Bacot
Brian Baliga
Michael Aldean Baniak
Webster Encyclopedia Barnes
John Robert Bauer
Jason Lee Berger
Jordyn Alexandre Berry
Andrew Micah Boltz
Shelli Malissa Bond
Marianne Sophie Bonnefoy
Campusano
Bryan Joseph Bornn
Justin Strati Bucci*
Tabriz Jordan Bumpas
Kristina Maria Buttion
Matthew Thomas Byrd
Alexander Jason Camacho
Blake Alexander Carrara
Chad Stephen Cartwright
Cristian Alexander Castro
Sara Alicia Celidonio
Srinirmal Chebrolu

Double Major: Economics
Elizabeth Min Chen
Julian Michael Chiveral
Austin Thomas Cincotta
Graham James Clifford

Amanda Loren Comeau*
Megan Elizabeth Cowie
Amanda Diane Crisafulli
Kenton R Cuddington
Richard Adam D’Alessandro
Kasey Carroll Davenport
Alexander Davydov*
Michael Kenneth Dawson
Michael Travis Dawson
Nicole Elizabeth Dayhoff
Jeovy De Vera
Tomas Hendrik Kern Debye
Prueangprach Deeprachakorn
Logan Fox Dill
Tobias Drew Dilworth
Isaac Dunbar
Kristen Marie Edwards***
Helawe Elias
David Harrison Ely
Takahiro Eungsakul-Hayashi
Leyla Maria Fadakar
Kyle Matthew Fallace
Matthew Johnathan Fan
Xiaotian Fan
Gregory Hansten Finlayson
Brendan Morahan Flaherty
Noah Joseph Fogelson
Hunter David Frank
John Cavanagh Fraser
Benjamin Robert Friedman

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Undergraduate Class of 2020

Aya Magori Gandolfo  Tchato Endene Jesse Hince  Owen Thomas Lyons
Gustavo Peterlini Garcia  Gordon Jiang  Shannon Grace MacMaster
Franklin Nicolas Gavilanez  Grace Wan-Ru Jiau  Abhinav Srinivas Maddisetty
Aron Richard Gemberling  James Alexander Johnson  Jackson Reed Maenner
Edward Louis Gesser  Matthew Thomas Johnson  Madison Cynthia Maguire
Stephen Joseph Gladchuk  Cara Dakyung Kang  Syed Taqui Mahmoud
Hannah Claire Grebos  Radhika Arvind Karsalia  Edward Joseph Mallon
Evan Gao Gresser**  Suraju Daniel John Kehinde  Rohit Jagdish Mandavia
Eitan Yisrael Griboff  Helen Marie Kent  Bryan Christopher Mark
Charles Dylan Grody  Patrick Edward Kiley  Kristen Danielle Marqueen
Elton Ha  Timothy Eun Kim  Christopher David Masser
Evan George Haas  Meghan Alexandra Kocur  Daniel Stephen Mattingly
Julia Svedberg Hall  Raymond Gardner Koehler  Melissa Haley Maurer
Sarp Hamamcioglu  Jacob Downey Kramer  Derek Kenneth Mayer
Nicholas Joseph Hammett  Priya Kulkarni  Kevin Noah McCright
Herrick Aidan Hartman  Ashley Madeline Lakey  Michael Brewster McGrath
Christopher David Henderson  Matthew Steven Lambrecht  Hugh Francis McMullen
Jacob Charles Henkin  Cherie Nicole Landa  Srikanta Matteo Mehta
Kyle David Hepp  Jennifer Ann Landry  Tariq Olaitan Memudu
Isabella Grace Hernandez  Andrew Venod Latchman  Benjamin David Miller**
Nathaniel James Hoffman  Darcy Allston Lawrence  Judith Minyoso
Houston Joseph Hoover  Nicholas Lawson  Richard Lee Moglen
Jacob Friedman Horden  Joshua Andrew Lee  Dylan Brandon Mooney
Max Edward Horowitz  Tamara Lan Lee  Jonathan Thomas Morales
Ryan Matthew Howard  Daniel Asher Lerner*  Cavan Ryan Morley*
Robert Barry Howell  Allan Cheng Li  Double Major: Government and Politics
Yingbang Huang  Hannah Liao  Micah Jo’El Moten
Derrick Vondell Jackson  Gladys Mae Llanto  Kelsey Anne Muckelbauer*
Alyssa Teresa Jaramillo  Hannah A Lobell  Hannah Elise Mulvaney
Bryan Phillip Jensen  Carly Bay Lyon  Hannah Elise Mulvaney

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
### Undergraduate Class of 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John Mutascio</td>
<td>Harry Benjamin Russel</td>
<td>Qiuyu Tao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talia Elana Nourieli</td>
<td>Andrew Lawor Saku</td>
<td>Adith Kumar Thummalapalli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Harley Nyman</td>
<td>Isabel Louise Saltzman</td>
<td>Caitlin Marie Trenkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Rita O’Brien</td>
<td>Adam McHenry Sand</td>
<td>Thomas Nathaniel Trunnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Theresa O’Connor</td>
<td>Gabrielle Irene Sandy*</td>
<td>Shyam Mayank Vyas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chidumebi Obiora Offor</td>
<td>Ramzi Kevin Sayegh</td>
<td>Nathan Thomas Wagener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Oliver</td>
<td>Andrew Vaughn Schaefer</td>
<td>Nathaniel Martin Walsh*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Louise Packy</td>
<td>Benjamin Aung Win Schaefer</td>
<td>Linnea Monique Warburton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveenkumar Paranthaman</td>
<td>Michael Vincent Scuderi</td>
<td>Matthew Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Williamson Parsons</td>
<td>Sabrina Nichole Searfoss</td>
<td>Trevor Christopher Wentz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brij Atul Patel</td>
<td>Brittainy Leeann Sechler</td>
<td>Gabriel Julian Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suraj Satyen Patel</td>
<td>Aaron Parker Seldowitz</td>
<td>Colin F Whitescarver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan Patsy</td>
<td>Kyle Luiz Shalit</td>
<td>Gamitha Kalindubandara Wijekoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denton Jeffrey Peatt</td>
<td>Kyle Thomas Sharpless</td>
<td>Richard James Williamson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota M Perez</td>
<td>Eric James Sieber</td>
<td>Regina Maie Wingate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Miriam Petrover</td>
<td>Jacob Michael Silverman**</td>
<td>Chayce Zachary Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Gregory Prewitt</td>
<td>Adam Christopher Sims*</td>
<td>Nicholas Kinzie Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elias David Prince</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Smith</td>
<td>Michael Augustus Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Robert Quigley</td>
<td>Thomas Eugene Streett***</td>
<td>Daniel Dan Yang*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Arthur Ramey</td>
<td>Benjamin Taylor Strobel</td>
<td>Justin Yihao Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roshan Subramanya Rao</td>
<td>David Lawson Strom</td>
<td>Nicholas R Zahneis*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Basil Ratino</td>
<td>Sarah Bell Stuchlik</td>
<td>Grant Parker Zawodniak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Alexander Raver</td>
<td>Kyle Matthew Su</td>
<td>Christian Scott Zimmerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Razi</td>
<td>Katelynn Marie Suesse</td>
<td>Tianhong Zong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Joseph Robillard</td>
<td>Loren Nicole Suite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Anne Robinson</td>
<td>Douglas Richard Summerlin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Marcello Ros*</td>
<td>Terrence Anderson Swann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Anne Rosenthal</td>
<td>Kara Michelle Sylvain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Elizabeth Rubery</td>
<td>Dylan Calvin Sam Taira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***Summa Cum Laude   **Magna Cum Laude   *Cum Laude
ABOUT THE A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL of ENGINEERING

The A. James Clark School of Engineering at the University of Maryland serves as the catalyst for high-quality research, innovation, and learning, delivering on a promise that all graduates will leave ready to impact the Grand Challenges (energy, environment, security, and human health) of the 21st century. The Clark School is dedicated to leading and transforming the engineering discipline and profession, to accelerating entrepreneurship, and to transforming research and learning activities into new innovations that benefit millions.

Our broad spectrum of academic programs, including the world’s only accredited undergraduate fire protection engineering program, is complemented by a vibrant entrepreneurial ecosystem, early hands-on educational experiences, and participation in national and international competitions.

The Clark School is leading research advancements in aerospace, bioengineering, robotics, nanotechnology, disaster resilience, energy and sustainability, and cybersecurity. From the universal product code to satellite radio, SMS text messaging to the implantable insulin pump, our students, faculty, and alumni are engineering life-changing innovations for millions.

Learn more at www.eng.umd.edu.
CONGRATULATIONS
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A. JAMES CLARK SCHOOL of ENGINEERING